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Patrick Frank
We form art. Art forms us. The title of this book has a dual meaning. As humans form works of art, we in turn are formed by what we have created. Several editions ago, the title was changed to Prebles’ Artforms, acknowledging the pioneering contribution of the original authors, Duane and Sarah Preble. They first posited the emphasis on our two-way interaction with works of art, and that emphasis continues to inform every page of this book.

Why study art?

Because at some point in human history, artists have dealt with nearly every aspect of the human experience, from the common to the forbidden, the mundane to the sacred, the repugnant to the sublime. Artistic creativity is a response to being alive, and by experiencing such creativity, we enrich our experience of life. This is especially true of today’s creations, which are more wide-ranging than ever before, and sufficiently accessible to almost any curious person. Artistic creativity is a human treasure, and in today’s art world we can see it in a very pure form.

Beyond fostering appreciation of major works of art, this book’s primary concern is to open students’ eyes and minds to the richness of the visual arts as unique forms of human communication and to convey the idea that the arts enrich life best when we experience, understand, and enjoy them as integral parts of the process of living.

Why use this book?

Because the art world is changing, and Prebles’ Artforms is changing with it. The eleventh edition of this book is one of the deepest revisions it has ever seen. Critical to the revising process have been reviews, e-mails, and conversations with instructors from across the country who helped mold new ideas and redirect the book’s course while keeping it true to its roots. Three recent trends drive this new edition:

- advice from instructors about changing pedagogical needs
- new scholarly research
- recent creativity by artists around the world.

Changing Pedagogical Needs: The most important changes in this new edition are expanded pedagogical features found throughout the book. In response to instructor and reviewer feedback, each chapter now begins with “Think Ahead” statements, which highlight a set of learning objectives specific to that chapter. Then, at each chapter’s close, readers will find “Think Back” points in the form of review questions that reinforce those learning objectives. Key terms introduced in each chapter are now defined in a box, and a “Try This” exercise branches out from the chapter material asking students to think critically and actively apply what they have learned. Throughout the book, vocabulary items are bolded and defined in the text. Finally, the text links even more closely to the Pearson on-line
resource MyArtsLab by highlighting direct connections between the book and that expanded body of material, which includes interviews, podcasts, videos, and interactive exercises.

**Thematic teaching** is another key pedagogical trend that drives several changes in this new edition. The title of this book itself suggested how to accomplish this, because *Artforms* arose from the simple statement: We form art; art forms us. In response to the growing number of instructors who use a thematic approach to art appreciation, the content of *Artforms* has been revamped in several important ways to enable such teaching. First, a new Chapter 2 discusses artistic creation according to six purposes or functions that it fulfills in society. These are Commentary, Delight, Persuasion, Commemoration, Worship and Ritual, and Self-Expression. Several examples of each are given from diverse cultures and times.

Second, our text boxes have been streamlined and refocused around the theme “Forming Art.” In the first half of the book, thirteen biographical essays have been rewritten to show how those artists shape artworks: How they process information, personal feeling, their media, other art, or public input to create their work. These boxes let the artists speak for themselves, as actual quotes by the creators enliven the discussions wherever possible.

In the second half of the book, eleven text boxes approach the theme “Art Forms Us” by examining in more detail how art fulfills the six social purposes introduced in Chapter 2. For example, in connection with the discussion of Realist art of the nineteenth century, an Art Forms Us box presents several works from widely disparate times to show how other artists throughout history have “Formed Us” by making their work a commentary on their times. In Chapter 23, the discussion of politically driven art of the 1930s leads to an Art Forms Us box that discusses other examples of persuasive art, including a piece of sculpture from the London Olympic grounds, a medieval weaving, and
an African staff. These boxes enable students to see common threads among widely diverse periods of creation, and they allow teachers who approach the subject thematically to base their courses around the six functions.

**New Research:** Several content areas have received expanded treatment, in response to new research, audience feedback, or increased public interest. An expanded section on Creativity in Chapter 1 highlights important new findings in that field. New discoveries in Paleolithic Art have yielded new coverage there. The new design fields of Interactive and Motion Graphics have caused a further update of Chapter 11. Recent censorship controversies are included. Altogether, these pedagogical and content changes have lengthened the book by a little over 30 pages, adding depth, breadth, and flexibility to the coverage.

This edition also introduces a large number of new images. In fact, 26 percent of the works pictured in this edition are new, a total of 165. These new images support the new pedagogical approaches, as they refresh the text from various angles. Some are ancient, such as a rock art panel from Utah and a bronze tray from Central Asia. Some are “classics,” such as the *Augustus of Prima Porta* and the *Tempietto* of Bramante. They come from diverse media as well, including works created on the Apple iPad, for example, and a building in Japan whose façade is a giant QR code. Many new illustrations come from widespread cultures, including several important African pieces, continuing the global emphasis that *Artforms* pioneered in 1998.

**Recent Works by Artists Across the Globe:** Nearly half of the 165 new images in this edition are contemporary, meaning that the works are either by living artists, or were created in the new millennium. This reflects my ongoing commitment to contemporary art as the best gateway to art appreciation. It also reflects the fact that I live in the midst of one of the world’s most dynamic art centers, where I personally know many collectors, dealers, critics, scholars, and, yes, artists. In the Postmodern period, many artists work in more accessible languages and styles than in the Modern past. I believe that their contemporary creativity is engaging, wide-ranging, surprising, and thought-provoking. Because of all that, it’s inspiring.

In conclusion, this new edition reflects my desire to connect with the instructors, readers, and students who use this book, and my ongoing involvement in the art world. I want *Artforms* to be the best it can be. To communicate with me more directly with thoughts, suggestions, or feedback, I invite e-mails to pfrank@artformstext.com.

Patrick Frank
Venice, California
This program will provide a better teaching and learning experience for you and your students. Here’s how:

The new MyArtsLab delivers proven results in helping individual students succeed. Its automatically graded assessments, personalized study plan, and interactive eText provide engaging experiences that personalize, stimulate, and measure learning for each student.

• The Pearson eText lets students access their textbook anytime, anywhere, and any way they want—including downloading to an iPad or listening to chapter audio read by Patrick Frank. Includes a unique scale feature showing students the size of a work in relation to the human figure.

• Personalized study plan for each student promotes critical-thinking skills. Assessment tied to videos, applications, and chapters enables both instructors and students to track progress and get immediate feedback.

• New: Henry Sayre’s Writing About Art 6th edition is now available online in its entirety as an eText within MyArtsLab.

• New and expanded: Closer Look tours—interactive walkthroughs featuring expert audio—offer in-depth looks at key works of art. Now optimized for mobile.

• New and expanded: 360-degree architectural panoramas and simulations of major monuments help students understand buildings—inside and out. Now optimized for mobile.
New: Art21 videos present prominent artists at work and in conversation about their work with more than 20 Art21 Exclusives, including recently digitized archival clips of artists such as Richard Serra, Cindy Sherman, Fred Wilson, and Shahzia Sikander.

MyArtsLab consistently and positively impacts the quality of learning in the classroom. When educators require and integrate MyArtsLab in their course, students and instructors experience success. Join our ever-growing community of 50,000 users across the country giving their students access to the high quality rich media and assessment on MyArtsLab.

“MyArtsLab keeps students connected in another way to the course material. A student could be immersed for hours.”
—Cindy B. Damschroder, University of Cincinnati

“I really enjoy using MyArtsLab. At the end of the quarter, I ask students to write a paragraph about their experience with MyArtsLab and 97% of them are positive.”
—Rebecca Trittel, Savannah College of Art and Design
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The CourseSmart eTextbook offers the same content as the printed text in a convenient online format—with highlighting, online search, and printing capabilities. www.coursesmart.com

The Books à la Carte edition offers a convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version of the traditional text at a discounted price—allowing students to take only what they need to class. Books à la Carte editions are available both with and without access to MyArtsLab.

Build your own Pearson Custom course material. Work with a dedicated Pearson Custom editor to create your ideal textbook and web material—publishing your own original content or mixing and matching Pearson content. Contact your Pearson representative to get started.

NEW! Teaching with MyArtsLab PowerPoints help instructors make their lectures come alive. These slides allow instructors to display the very best interactive features from MyArtsLab in the classroom—quickly and easily.

Instructor’s Manual and Test Item File

This is an invaluable professional resource and reference for new and experienced faculty. Each chapter contains the following sections: Chapter Overview, Chapter Objectives, Key Terms, Lecture and Discussion Topics, Resources, and Writing Assignments and Projects. The test bank includes multiple-choice, true/false, short-answer, and essay questions. Available for download from the instructor support section at www.myartslab.com.

MyTest

This flexible online test-generating software includes all questions found in the printed Test Item File. Instructors can quickly and easily create customized tests with MyTest. www.pearsonmytest.com

Instructor resources

PowerPoints featuring nearly every image in the book, with captions and without captions.

NEW! The Class Preparation Tool collects the very best class presentation resources in one convenient online destination, so instructors can keep students engaged throughout every class. With art and figures from the text, videos, classroom activities, and much more, it makes lecture preparation simpler and less time-consuming.